
AI Enabled Azure Landing Zone –
Design and Delivery

A bespoke design and fully automated delivery of a Microsoft Cloud Adoption 
Framework aligned, AI Enabled Azure Landing Zone – designed and delivered 
by an Azure Expert MSP and Global Microsoft Partner of the Year for 
Modernising Applications 2023.

Version 1’s AI Enabled Azure Landing Zone provides you with a best practice 
aligned platform to migrate workloads and develop new applications within a 
well governed, secure, resilient, and scalable Azure environment. With this new 
feature, you can now deploy AI-based Azure resources quickly and consistently 
according to best practice within a well-structured environment, making it 
easier to build intelligent applications that leverage the power of AI in Azure.

A good Azure Landing Zone needs to accommodate application 
migration, modernisation, and innovation at scale, and should provide 
networking, identity, governance, and security of Azure subscriptions out of the 
box. One size does not fit all however, and Landing Zone designs are often 
customised to meet a customer's needs. Furthermore, automation is at the 
heart of Landing Zones, and authoring templates and pipelines can become 
cumbersome, particularly if a true DevOps methodology isn’t followed.

The Version 1 Azure Landing Zone solves these problems.

Our Azure Landing Zone designs adopt a collaborative approach through 
design workshops – the output of which is a bespoke Low-Level Design (LLD). 
Every design will strongly align with the Microsoft CAF and NCSC Cloud 
Security Principals.

Data, AI and App Innovation are core components of our AI Enabled Azure 
Landing Zone, and you’ll work closely with one of our certified experts to create 
a design tailored to our requirements.

Each design can be deployed using our extensible deployment accelerator, 
which enables our customers to leverage DevOps practices and processes 
quickly and easily through minimal effort.

AI Enabled Azure Landing Zone

Highlights

• A collaboratively 

designed Azure Landing Zone

• Deploy AI-based Azure 

resources quickly and 

consistently 

• Fully automated 

DevOps deployment

• Aligned to the Microsoft Cloud 

Adoption Framework (CAF)

• Delivered by an Azure Expert 

MSP and Global Microsoft 

Partner of the Year for 

Modernising Applications 2023

Also, from Version 1

• Version 1 Azure Landing Zone 
– Design and Delivery

• Azure App Modernization 
FastStart

• Version 1 - Azure Managed 
Service
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